
Northern Virginia Branch Burns Dance, Durant Center, Wednesday, January 27, 2016, 7:30 p.m 

THE GREENBELT JIG   32J3 
1-8 1W, 2W, 3W dance RS round partners 

(6 bars), and cross RH with partners.
9-16 1M, 2M, 3M (on opposite sides) dance RS 

round partners (6 bars), cross RH (back to 
own sides), and 1C face out.

17-24 1C cast down 2 places, join nearer hands 
below 3C, dance up the middle, and cast to 
2nd place (2C up bars 1-2 of phrase).

25-32 2C, 1C, 3C advance and retire; then 
all turn partners with RH.

CROM ALLT   32R3
1-8 1C, 2C, 3C dance "mirror" reels of 3 

on own sides (1C in & down to begin).
9-16 1W & 2W turn LH 1 & 1/2 as 1M & 2M 

turn RH 1 & 1/2; then 1C dance down 
between 3C and cast up to 2nd place.

17-24 1C with 1st corners:  advance, retire; 
turn with RH once round.

25-32 1C with 2nd corners:  advance, retire; 
turn with LH once round.

MY JO     32S2
1-8 1W & 2M advance one step toward each 

other, pull back RS, and cast right (1W down 
around 2W and 2M up around 1M); then turn 
RH up/down 1 & 1/4 into each other's places.

9-16 1M & 2W advance one step toward each 
other, pull back LS, and cast left (1M down 
and 2W up, around partners); then turn with 
LH up/down 1 & 1/4 into each other's places. 

17-24 2C, 1C set on opposite sides, pass partner 
RS & face partner, pull back RS and curve 
out to own sides ("half turn & twirl" but 
without hands), and all set on own sides.

25-32 2C, 1C poussette right round.

FLORA'S FANCY     32J3
1-8 1C set, cast one place (2C up); then 1W 

dance RA with 2C as 1M dances RA with 3C 
(end in middle 1M behind 1W facing up).

9-16 1C dance tandem reel of 3 with 2C (passing 
2W RS to begin) to 2nd place on own sides.

17-24 1C set, turn 3/4 with RH; then 1W dance 
LA with 2C as 1M dances LA with 3C (end 
in middle 1W behind 1M both facing down).

25-32 1C dance tandem reel of 3 with 3C (passing 
3M RS to begin) to 2nd place on own sides. 

BURNS' HORNPIPE     32H4-set
1-8 1W cast down behind the women as 1M 

dances down the middle, 1C meet below 
4C, and lead up to original places.

9-16 All men face out in hornpipe position (bar 9) 
as 1W dances across the top, out around 
partner, in around 2nd man, out around 3rd 
man, and across to 3rd place own side 
(2W, 3W step up bars 15-16).

17-24 1M repeat, weaving round partner, 2W, & 3W 
(women stay facing in).  2M, 3M up 23-24.

25-32 1C, 4C poussette.

MONYMUSK     32S3
1-8 1C turn with RH (2 bars), cast to 2nd place 

(2C up); and turn with LH 1 & 1/4 (4 bars) 
to end 1W between 2C, 1M between 3C.

9-16 All set twice in lines of 3 across, 1C dancing 
to own right (bars 11-12) to finish in 2nd 
place on opposite sides; all set twice on sides. 

17-24 All circle 6 hands round and back.
25-32 1C dance RS 6-bar reels of 3 on opposite 

sides, passing 2nd corner to begin, then cross 
RH to own sides.

LADY CATHERINE BRUCE'S REEL  32J2
1-8 1C lead down the middle and up.
9-16 1C, 2C allemande.
17-24 1C dance a full figure of 8 round 2C.
25-32 2C, 1C circle 4 hands round and back.

EDINBURGH CASTLE REEL     32R3
1-8 1C cast off behind own lines; cast up to place. 
9-16 1C lead down (3 bars), up (3), cast one place 

(2C up), and face 1st corners.
17-24 1C turn CPCP (end in middle facing women's 

side, nearer hands joined).
25-32 1C dance out between 2W & 3W, cast, W up 

M down; meet in midde facing men's side, 
dance out between 2M and 3M, cast,W up 
M down, and end on own sides in 2nd place. 


